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Create accounts for users to access Zeno.PM1
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Estimate completion time
30 Minutes

Get started minutes 



Highest

High

Medium

Medium

Low

Lowest

User Account Permissions
Applied to a user accounts and applied at the

account level

System Administrator - Has the most comprehensive access to all of Zeno.PM.  It will give the
user access to the Admin Portal, system configuration and user account creation.

Account Type
The User Account Type is selected when initiating the new 
user creation process. It is possible to upgrade and 
downgrade between user types at any point in time (you are 
not locked in by your initial selection).

Licensed User - This user type is required for any person 
who is required to Login to Zeno.PM

Reference User - This user type wont log into Zeno.PM but 
their name needs to be referenced in Zeno.PM in fields like 
Business Owner, Sponsor, etc. Account Permissions cannot
be assigned to this Account Type.

ZENO.PM USER ACCOUNT CONSIDERATIONS
1) User Account Permissions

PMO Administrator -  Is the second most comprehensive permission in Zeno.PM. It will give the
user access to the PMO Portal which has access to every portfolio, program and project added
against the instance of Zeno.PM.

Portfolio Manager - Permission gives the user access to portfolios, the aggregated Portfolio
Dashboard and all projects that are part portfolio.

Program Manager - Permission gives the user access to programs, the aggregated Program
Dashboard and all projects that are part program.

Project Manager - Permission gives the user access to projects and all functionality within a project
container.

Work Area - Permission give the user access to screens and functionality to help organise user
specific activities across individual or all projects into a single screen.

Zeno.PM permissions have 2 distinct layers:

Project Container Level Permissions
     Applied to a project container in a way that can

limit users to various actions such as 
Read | Add | Edit | Delete 

1

2

Account Type
A Licensed User ($) or Reference User (no cost)

User Account Permissions are system level and always applied first and permit access to various dashboards, 
pages and functionality.

2) Project Container Level Permissions
Project cointainer permissions are applied when a user 
accesses a specific project and are used to control what each 
person can do and see whthin a project (or program).

Setting this level of permission is done inside the Project 
container itself via the Stakeholders & ACL menu option.



1 USER ACCOUNT CREATION
Create accounts for users to access Zeno.PM 

User Account Creation is complete, continue to (2) User First Login  

Each person that isa required to access Zeno.PM will need a user 
account so they can log in and add or manage project data.

Selecting the [New User] button will begin the process to add a 
person. 

Go to: Admin Dashboard -> User Admin

Zeno.PM determines what people will see and the functions they can perform 
based on the [Permissions Type] they have been assigned. So different 
perspectives will be hidden or shown depending on the Permission Type(s) 
selected. For example by just selecting [Project Management], the person will 
see functionality relating to Project Management, but no functionality relating 
to another other part of Zeno.PM.

If Zeno.PM has been connected to your Microsoft AzureAD for user 
authentication then it is good practice to also select the 'Allow Only Microsoft 
AzureAD Login' for each user account. This will remove the ability for the user to 
login with their Zeno.PM username and password, enhancing overall security by  
aligning to corporate standards and controls.
 



USER FIRST LOGIN
What a person will see on first login - OpeningPage2

User First Login is complete, continue to (3) Training Modules 

Preferences and Logout Access to Dashboards

TABs available  to select

Filters available for this
page. Selecting will open
up a panel that will open

from the left.

 Select the house
ICON to open a

project container

A list of projects that the user has been given access
to in Zeno.PM

 Clicking the Zeno
ICON will always load

back to this page

When a person first logs into Zeno.PM they will be presented with the OpeningPage. The main components of this page and 
every other Zeno.PM page will be a Top Bar menu, TABs to show distinct functions, page Filters on the left, a view of data 
being displayed in the center of the page, and ICONs associated with data rows that will drill through to other pages 



TRAINING MODULES
The training modules we recommend to get started with Zeno.PM3

Training Modules is complete, continue to (4) Regular Reporting 

On the Opening Page, go to the Training Video's TAB. There are a range of videos geared at basic usage of Zeno.PM.
Each video is only a few minutes long and are the best starting point for new users to get a basic level of understanding for 
Zeno.PM navigation and functions.



REGULAR REPORTING
Add enough information to run the push-button reporting4

Regular Reporting is complete, continue to (5) Quality of Data 

One of Zeno.PM's most defining features is the ability to run project status and governance reporting by pushing a button. 
However to make the most of this functionality, a base level of information must be entered per project.

Ensuring there is enough core data to run the first status report for any project can often be the most challenging part. Below 
is a list of items that should be added to generate a meaningful report.

Risks                      (Project -> Risks)                      Add project risks here, start with 3 - 5 risks, each should take about 5 minutes to enter.
Issues                    (Project -> Issues)                   Add issues that are relevant to this project, each should take about 5 minutes to enter.
Status Report     (Project -> Status Report)    This page will provide a structured input for health factors, status, last and next period of activity, allow 15 minutes to enter.
Milestones           (Project -> Gantt Editor)       Add 5 to 10 project milestones and/or deliverables that you plan to track during delivery, allow 15 minutes to enter

Once data is entered for the first time the level of data administration per project 
drops dramatically (by 80% or more). Ongoing project status reports can be 
produced in less than 15 minutes. Remember Zeno.PM is a real time system, so 
make sure you maintain your data so it will be up to date when a report is run. 

It is important to implement some type of reporting cadence to ensure data 
integrity and currency is maintained. Typically this is fortnightly or monthly.



QUALITY OF DATA
Data quality and hygiene are critical for effective reports and insights5

Quality of Data is complete, and Zeno.PM Config is complete  

Zeno.PM provides a number of functions/reports across Program, Portfolio and 
PMO views that help manage project risk and deliver more reliable outcomes. 
This is done by providing users with structured, form-based data entry that will 
help keep project information consistent, current and relevant.

Exception based dashboard views quickly bring 
attention to the relevant items in a project. 

Zeno.PM will automatically aggegate and output all project data into readily 
consumable formats that can be used in any number of different reporting 
tools and 3rd party business intellignce products. 

Pre-formatted reports are available in PDF, Powerpoint and Excel formats right 
out of the box.



GO

Start using Zeno.PM
 

Manage projects, report and govern using the world's 
most powerful project reporting engine 

You are ready!


